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Are We Up to the Task of Confronting a Decline in Student Performance?
A Panel Discussion

Across the nation, we debate the current state of our students. Internationally our youths’ educational standings are falling and by the time we get students into universities, are they ready for the rigor and demands of collegiate learning? Two years ago at the ASEE 2009 Conference, a paper was presented entitled, “Is Student Performance Declining? A Look at 25 Years of Data.”¹ The results found that there was a significant decrease in the difficulty level of the exams given to aerospace engineering students in the two courses examined. Often blame is placed on the students’ lack of perquisite knowledge and while that is a contributing factor, we believe the problem is much deeper. While setting high standards is paramount to student achievement, we realize that you still have to teach so that students can succeed. How can you appropriately challenge and prepare the current generation of students without relaxing course content and requirements? At question is what can and should be done to rectify this situation? In this panel discussion, several experienced engineering educational practitioners will consider and discuss strategies to help mitigate this confounding situation.

We will not suggest that concerns about student performance are novel or unique to this day and age. For example a 1981 article entitled, “Declining Student Performance in Higher Education” identified factors including, “increased government intervention in education, declining faculty expectations and lowered standards, administrative policies, and changing student attitudes and expectations.”² The article goes onto suggest that faculty are relaxing expectations in order to better accommodate students and to earn higher scores on student course evaluations. We have found these claims are not outdated and in fact one recent call for reform states, “It is time for the faculties of American colleges and universities to take teaching and – and their students’ futures – more seriously.”³ Using data from the National Survey of Student Engagement⁴, the authors note that students are spending on average only 14 hours per week for preparation for their entire course load and that professors are aware of this situation. Accordingly, they state, “These numbers suggest that although professors recognize that student participation in consequential educational activities is substantially less than they believe to be appropriate, they are unwilling to increase the demands of their courses.”³

Our panel will share the stories and perspectives of three esteemed engineering professors along with insights on what they have seen through the years in terms of student skills, preparation and performance. The professors recognize the need for motivating students through innovative curriculum and hands-on experiences as well as the real need to help our students become self-regulated learners. It is not our intention to place blame on our students, the professorate, or the universities, but rather to identify real concerns and issues as well as to offer aerospace space-specific approaches to embracing a rigorous pedagogy that requires real commitment from the students and faculty.
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